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Origin Acoustics: Explorer Collection

BOOTH 3042 Origin Acoustics Explorer collection is a marine grade loudspeaker offering with a level of resistance to the elements
that insures years of sonic performance. Comprised of six models, there is a solution for most every application. The round models are available in a six-inch two-way and eight-inch and 10-inch three-way versions. In addition, there is a fixed pivot and a
stereo/surround version in the eight-inch size as well. The sole rectangular model features a four-inch x eight-inch woofer and an
aluminum dome tweeter.

Peerless-AV: Xtreme Outdoor Soundbar
BOOTH 4615 The new Xtreme Outdoor Soundbar is the next generation of Peerless-AV’s
line of outdoor soundbars, offering a more powerful and durable outdoor audio solution.
Providing full range audio (50Hz-20kHz) and outputting 200 watts of total system power,
the new soundbar produces higher quality sound at a greater level and is vigorous enough to
overcome ambient noise found in outdoor settings, making it a true outdoor solution. With
an IP65 rating, the new Xtreme Outdoor Soundbar can withstand even the most extreme
environments.

PVI: MiniMod-2 HDMI Source
Distribution Device

BOOTH 1907 At CEDIA 2018, ProVideoInstruments (PVI) is introducing MiniMod-2, an HDMI source distribution device. PVI’s MiniMod-2, featuring innovative design and high-quality engineering, distributes an
HDMI source with full 1080p video encoding over a coax network to an unlimited number of televisions. The
Minimod-2 is simple to use, boasting a color display to provide integrators with a simple plug-and-play installation, and setup is easily completed on the device. With endless capabilities and universal compatibility, the
MiniMod-2 eliminates the need for new cables or adapters and creates a simple, affordable and reliable solution
for high-quality video distribution.

Rayva: ‘The Edge’ Theater Design

SOUND ROOM 6 Recently, Rayva Executive Director Theo Kalomirakis collaborated with Broadway
Media Director Howard Werner to create a new design, The Edge. Based on abstract shapes, The
Edge uses beams of light from multiple sources to generate dynamic shapes on the walls of a room.
Howard Werner’s career as a Media Director has included video creations for the most expensive
Broadway musical to date: Spider-Man: Turn off the Dark. Theo Kalomirakis has worked with
Howard Werner in the light design of two of his most ambitious custom theater projects to date: The
Rugby, an art deco-inspired private theater in Spring Lake, NJ, and The Paradise a recreation of a
Tuscany village in Irvine, CA.

Revolution Acoustics: Ubiqui-T360
Ceiling Tile Mounting System

BOOTH 3921 A new product from Revolution Acoustics has made it possible for system integrators to install completely
hidden audio sources in suspended ceilings. The patent-pending Ubiqui-T360, an innovative ceiling tile mounting system for the SSP6 Multiducer, brings the company’s constant-SPL planar wave audio technology to any drop ceiling,
with no change in the visible appearance of the ceiling. The Ubiqui-T360 mount attaches in under two minutes to an
existing ceiling tile, after which an SSP6 Multiducer unit is screwed into place. Once installed, each speaker provides
360-degree coverage of up to 1,200 square feet, with power handling of up to 150 watts (400 watts instantaneous
peak).
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